Influence of masker bandwidth on binaural masking level differences.
Masking level differences (MLDs) were investigated using masking noise with 160 Hz (amplitude-modulated noise) and 600 Hz (filtered-random noise) bandwidth. One hundred normally hearing subjects received the MLD test under both types of noise. Significant differences between noise types were observed in both N0S pi and N pi S0 conditions; MLDs were larger in amplitude-modulated noise. Consideration of these differences would indicate that older MLD norms based solely on filtered-random noise are invalid for amplitude-modulated noise especially where bandwidth differences in the noise exist. Were the norms for 600-Hz-wide filtered-random noise to be applied to results of MLD testing performed using 160-Hz-wide amplitude-modulated noise, patients with lesions in the central auditory pathway might exhibit normal or borderline normal results. Clinical MLD norms established on one type of noise should not be used to interpret MLD results obtained using a different type of noise.